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AFCP - sustainability and fuel cycle options

Three key questions…

What could the future energy system 

look like and what role for nuclear 

technology?

What could this mean for resource 

demand and used fuel management?

How do we ensure the technology 

and capability is ready to meet the 

demand?



https://www.gov.uk/g

overnment/publicatio

ns/energy-white-

paper-powering-our-

net-zero-future

Large Nuclear

RAB review published

Government “will examine the 

potential role of government 

finance during construction”

Advanced Nuclear

“As the first major commitment of the 

programme, in 2021 we will open the 

Generic Design Assessment to SMR 

technologies” 

Published 14 December 

Fusion

“The government has already 

committed over £400 million 

towards new UK fusion 

programmes”

Net Zero Innovation 

Programme 

£1 billion NZIP

Supportive of all forms of new nuclear energy

Approx 18GWe from nuclear by 

2050. In supporting modelling 

states between 5 and 40 GWe

of nuclear

Hydrogen

Energy White Paper

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/energy-white-paper-powering-our-net-zero-future
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/regulated-asset-base-rab-model-for-nuclear


Three zero carbon vectors require unprecedented 

scale-up to displace fossil fuels for final energy 





AFCP - sustainability and fuel cycle options

Key themes
Key technologies and findings include:

• Wind: Wind remains the key renewable technology in capacity and generation for decarbonising power. 

• Nuclear: For the nuclear data assumed in this analysis, levels of nuclear deployment were consistently 
significant and included roles in all three key vectors – electricity, district heating and hydrogen.

For nuclear, the modelling revealed new insights for a range of applications:

• Cogeneration: The ability of nuclear to operate in cogeneration is valuable in a future system. Where a common 
nuclear heat supply system is deployed – both as cogeneration heat and power and cogeneration power and 
hydrogen – the hydrogen variant is deployed at higher levels.

• Carbon capture and storage: When nuclear is deployed, carbon capture and storage (CCS) applications –
such as for gas and biomass – are prioritised towards hydrogen production with relatively low deployment for 
electricity generation.

• Synthetic fuel: The study tested liquid synthetic fuel technology for aviation. System analysis demonstrated the 
system value of such a technology in providing an option to remove emissions from this hard to treat area.

• A variety of pathways: Without ‘more speculative technology options’ – such as CCS 99% carbon capture rates 
or direct air carbon capture – advanced nuclear is prioritised towards hydrogen production. With speculative 
measures available, advanced nuclear operation is prioritised towards power generation.

Additionally, the report includes key economic insights, including: 

• The modelling and assumptions here could be used to frame and inform market requirements and target costs 
for future technologies.

• This work introduces nuclear technology that could supply high-volume low-cost and emission-free hydrogen and 
tested the impact of hydrogen cost in the system. The introduction of such technologies and associated 
assumptions into the model significantly changes system optimisation solutions for UK net zero. 



Roadmapping









A plan that adds up…….

A role for nuclear in the UK Understand the demand on resources A roadmap to deliver the capability


